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THE TUSI COUPLE

A small circle C' with centre O' sits inside a circle C with twice its diameter, having centre O.  There
is one point of contact, with point A' of the smaller circle being in contact with point A of the larger 
circle.  The circles have a common perpendicular at A which passes through O' and O, intersecting 
C' at B', which is necessarily coincident with O (c.f. Euclid Book III Propositions 11 and 19 – see 
Note 1).  OD is perpendicular to OA.  (Fig. 1)

Now we imagine the smaller circle rolling without sliding within the larger circle, so the point of 
contact T = T' moves anticlockwise around the perimeter of C until it coincides with D:  that is, a 
quarter circuit.  Since the distance OO' is constant, O' moves along a semi-circle with centre O until 
it reaches the mid-point of OD.

Proposition:  As C' makes a quarter circuit, A' moves along AO until it reaches O;  B' moves along 
OD until it reaches D (Fig 2).  Furthermore after C' rotates between 0 and π/2 radians the 
quadrilateral formed by the new point of contact, A', O and B' is a rectangle.

Now imagine that the viewer's perspective rotates a quarter turn anticlockwise about O, or 



equivalently, that Fig 2 is rotated a quarter turn clockwise (about O).  Then imagine that C' rolls a 
further quarter turn.  If the proposition is true, the first scenario is repeated:  B' moves along DO to 
O, A' moves along AO (continued) to the circumference of C, and O' makes a further quarter turn 
about O.

This scenario can be repeated twice more to restore the starting position.  It is also not hard to see 
that given the proposition not only A' and B' but every point on the circumference of C' describes a 
periodic motion along some diameter of C.

To demonstrate the proposition, consider Fig 3.

The distance AT will be equal to the distance A'T and so if we can demonstrate that S'T = A'T we 
will have shown that A' lies on OA.  We note that (c.f. Euclid Book III proposition 20) angle S'O'T 
(2α radians say) is twice angle S'OT.  Thus

arcS ' T=
2α

2π
O 'T= α

2π
2OT=arc AT

The line TA' = TS' is perpendicular to OA sinceOT' is a diameter of C' hence OS'T' is a right angle 
(Euclid III proposition 31)

Now the angle by which B' moves about O' will be equal to the angle by which A' moves about O' 
so if we show that the angle OO'R' is equal to the angle S'O'T' then we will have shown that R' and 
B' are identical.  We note that S'R' is a diameter of C' because angle S'OD is a right angle (Euclid 
Book III Proposition 31).  Thus OO'R and S'OT' are vertically opposite angles and are equal by 
Euclid Book I proposition 15.  

Consequently the arcs OR' and S'T' are equal and by Euclid Book III 29 the lines OR' and S'T' are 
equal also.  It follows that OR'T'S' is a rectangle.

Note 1:  A very good web-based version of Euclid's Elements by David E Joyce is here.
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http://aleph0.clarku.edu/~djoyce/elements/Euclid.html

